Their accomplishment was in the spirit of exploration, but Architecture Studies keep us focused on where we're going there are other ways of viewing space. In 1977, my and how today's advanced technologies will get us there. daughters and young people around the world were watching This kind of activity has been known in the business as the exploits of Luke Skywalker, an ace intergalactic fighter "mission pull" -as opposed to the Forecast process, which pilot. We've an entire generation of video game warriors provides a "technology push." ready to join the ranks of the Space Command as soon as Forecast II provided us 70 new technologies and systems we field weapons you can point with a joystick.
concepts that could have a high payoff as we enter the next In 1983, President Reagan proposed a global shield to de- century. More than two thousand white papers from infend the world against the threat of ballistic missiles. One dustry, academia, and the Department of Defense were conmight compare it to Captain James Kirk's shields around the sidered as we attempted to identify pervasive and enabling Enterprise in Star Trek. technologies that will advance our capabilities. In addition to these visions of space as a frontier to be ex- An area where we can make tremendous advances is space plored, as a projection of a nation's power, or Unfortunately, the density of these electrons varies with the The MSSTP, the forerunner to our expanding Space time of day and with solar activities. By using short pulses Technology Data Base, began with a review of national of extremely high frequency radio energy, Geophysics Lab space policy. Another consideration was the planning of inhopes to produce a stable reflecting layer to enhance the pervestment and management strategies that had gone into the formance of the OTH-B Radar.
Air Force and Systems Command space plans. Present and Other AFGL programs related to Forecast H include laser projected threat environments were evaluated; and plans radar and microwave sounders for remote sensing of the were identified to meet those threats. global environment. Collectively, the systems resulting from Having established candidate missions and what our goals these programs will provide surveillance capabilities covering and mission requirements were, we began to look at space the full spectrum with greatly improved resolution. systems concepts. Space Command had already' done a Space The Forecast II process was also applied to weapons conSystems Architecture Study, so we examined their concepts cepts. Some of them have been in the works for years.
that could result in a high-payoff architecture in the near
Others have just begun to be explored, future. We also looked for some overlap from the Lasers represent an area of weapons research that has technology concepts that were being considered under the always held much promise. From the first innocuous beams Strategic Defense Initiative. of a helium-neon laser to the ray that exploded the shell of a A Space-Based Radar/Infrared system was proposed to missile booster last year -we never doubted that tightly detect enemy ships, aircraft and other items of interest. focused photons could pack a punch.
Having identifed systems concepts, we sat down with inSince 1963, when our Air Force Weapons Laboratory was dustry to look at technologies in development and forecast how soon they could contribute to our space systems.
To get a handle on this challenge, we asked the folks at By looking at how technology trends could exceed, meet, Boeing, General Dynamics, Martin-Marietta and Rockwell to or fall short of our expectations -we were able to identify look at the mission models prepared by our Forecast II budgets, our SDI budgets, our Air Force Active discrimination needs are also similar. Whether we space budgets and our NASA budgets are going to face indo it in the name of early warning, or surveillance, or trackcreasing competition with things like manpower levels, war ing and pointing -somebody is going to do this job. We reserve materials, strategic modernization, and the plans for would need particle beams, infrared or ultraviolet lasers, space-based materials production. microwaves, or radar to sweep space; and we would use The decisions we make in an environment of fiscal sensors to recognize a target against the natural background restraint will probably depend on our view of the world. of space and Earth.
Some of us will want to plant flags on new lands. Others Whether we design the space architecture in the name of will want to extend the national interest into a Fourth Realm SDI, the Air Force, or the U.S. Space Command -the -right after land, sea and air. I believe all would opt for a mission and the technologies are virtually the same, and so safer world no longer threatened by nuclear weapons. are the technology and funding issues.
At the Air Force Space Technology Center, we've opted So it is with a space transportation architecture. We know for the eclectic approach. We'll wage continued we have to have a system that's cheaper than the Shuttle to technological revolution and evolution for whatever vision run, with the capability of delivering loads of many sizes to our nation's people have in mind -whether it's exploration, orbits of various altitudes and configurations. the national interest, or greater safety.
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